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One doesn't have to look far in popular science fiction to discover earth science 
processes whose energy balance simply doesn't work in the real world.  Impossible 
storms, instantaneous climate change, volcanos spurred by 'magnetic forces', and many 
other forms of complete nonsense. 
 
So, find one!  Write down some of your thoughts about it.  Feel free to read other 
thoughts or post your own on our "Energy imbalances in popular SF" thread of the 
public discussion blog, 'The Writer's Corner'.  
 
Your essay doesn't have to be too long, but try to identify the key energy problem.  For 
example, I was watching the miniseries "Impact" a couple years ago (it originally came 
out in 2009 I believe).  In the miniseries, electromagnetic 'surges' from a disrupted Moon 
cause bursts of antigravity on Earth--people and cars go flying up into the air!  I'm very 
gullible in my fiction--I even bought into Edgar Rice Burroughs hollow Earth--but the 
power of the electromagnetic surges was too much for me.  What was the source of the 
energy (Sun?  Radioactive decay?  Tidal interactions?), how did it get to the Earth 
(radiation?  convection?), how did the energy get converted from 'electromagnetic 
surges' into 'antigravity'?  Most significantly, if the gravitation of the Moon is pulling 
people and cars up into the sky, why isn't it tugging on the whole Earth like tidal forces 
do?  If it did, people wouldn't fly up into the air because the whole Earth would be 
moving under them. 
 
The writers tried to inoculate themselves against the cry of 'science nonsense' by 
spending significant storyline on how some scientists just aren't willing to accept new 
observations if the new observations happen to be impossible.  However, I think there's 
a difference between unknown science (which certainly exists), and magical thinking 
where energy can materialize from nothing and proceed to act on matter in a way that 
cannot make sense in a rational universe. 
 
But then, that's just me!  Let's hear what you think! 
 
TV SF miniseries are always a soft target (another hapless victim might be "Earth's Last 
Days.  But I hope we can find a variety of movies, shows, or books to poke fun at! 
 
http://earthscienceissues.net/earthwriteblog/2015/03/26/energy-imbalances-in-popular-sf/ 
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